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Case Number:  S2325000006 
 
 

Release Date:  June 2023 
 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Customer complaint may include a MIL-on or check engine lamp on 
condition. 
 
Customer Complaint/Technician Observation:  Upon further inspection, fault code(s) 
P0456-SMALL LEAK DETECTED and/or P0455-LARGE LEAK DETECTED may be set in the PCM 
(Powertrain Control Module). 
 
Discussion:  If the fault code(s) P0456 and/or P0455 are set in the PCM and it fails the Small Leak 
Verification Test (SLVT), check for aftermarket accessories and equipment where the installation may 
have caused damage to vehicle components.  
 
See a examples below: 
 

 

Holes created from drill bits travelling too far or from accessory mounting bolts rubbing 
through vehicle components. 
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If nothing abnormal is found, continue with normal published diagnostics for the 
appropriate fault codes. 

Popular aftermarket modification where rear parking brake cables are re-
routed but unfortunately may apply excessive force against vapor lines 
causing plastic endform to break on purge expansion tube. 


